Carrie Isaac’s and Donald Trump’s Art-of-the-Steal
Isaac brings Trump approach to politics and business
Texans are looking for bipartisan, consensus builders, but that’s not what you get with
Carrie Isaac who is running an ideologically extreme, deeply partisan race that is
out-of-touch with Hays County and Blanco County families. Isaac has fully embraced
the Trump approach – not only in her run for State House but also in her unethical
business practices. Like Trump, Isaac divides voters against each other while exploiting
others to enrich herself.
Isaac’s Trump-like approach to politics and business earned her facetime with Trump in
addition to tens of thousands of dollars in campaign donations from loyal Trump donors.
Riding the Trump train has paid off for Isaac, financially, but it could do real harm to Hill
Country families for years to come:
● Self-serving and improper non-profit management: Carrie Isaac is the
Executive Director of a non-profit organization that states it is dedicated to
helping disabled veterans find information technology jobs. However, an Austin
American Statesman report revealed that less than 1% of the money raised by
Isaac’s non-profit was spent on veterans. The Statesman found that the rest of
the non-profit expenses were spent on Isaac’s personal salary. When asked by
the Statesman reporter if they could talk with a veteran Isaac’s organization had
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helped, Isaac abruptly ended the call.
● Attacks on healthcare access for Texas women: Isaac has attacked access to
women's healthcare and is supported by organizations that have actively worked
to block Texas women from receiving the life saving healthcare they need
including mammograms and annual cancer screenings. Isaac opposes
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reproductive healthcare choices even in cases of rape and incest.
● The Trump COVID approach: In the middle of a pandemic, Isaac has publicly
announced she will join with other Trump-Republicans and block the expansion
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of healthcare for over 1 million Texans -- a move that would also block the
creation of hundreds of thousands of good-paying jobs. As COVID-19 rages
across Texas, Isaac has taken the Trump approach of actively working to block
needed healthcare and has called those working to enforce COVID related public
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health policies “power hungry”
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